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The most read online articles are those
on the recording of
Bennett’s mandibular
movement and those
on the prevention of
implant surgery complications. Just according to those indirect requests of topics
to be dealt with we
would like to modulate and address our
future editorial choices.
Another important
point is the one regarding the lenght of
the accesses, which
do indicate the ‘intentional’ – versus the
‘random’ – browsing
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Dear Colleagues,
another season has
gone and I am very
pleased to be back to
give you some updates on the progress
and on the positive reactions following the
first issue publication
of “ORAL & Implantology”.
The paper version,
with the Italian language articles published, was the subject
of a large consensus
within both the university and the professional Dentistry field.
Thanks to the originality, to the very accurate documentation
and to the research work on which all of
the articles published were based.
The English language on-line version –
consultable on the web site www.oimplantology.org – has a larger visibility on a national and international level, and it permits to share the consensus regarding the
paper version; additionally it has allowed
us – as a litmus paper – to verify the interest arisen in the Dentistry field.
In fact just in the first week the web site
was made accessible almost 93.000 accesses were recorded: the experts in the
field consider those data greatly interesting.
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time of a web site.
We are aware we are just taking the first
steps and we are not yet in the position of
doing a balance of our editorial experience, both my colleagues and I we are involved in this wonderful project and we
will work together in order to get consensus and more and more important results
always focusing on the established objectives to be achieved: ORAL & Implantology.
Cordially and professionally
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Alberto Barlattani
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